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IMPLEMENTATION OF REVISED SIMPLEX THOMPSON
ALGORITHM ON A LIMITED CORE STAND

ALONE PROCESSOR

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of specialists conversant in Operations Research and

related analytical techniques for management decision making within

larger companies is receiving increasing acceptance. According to a

survey conducted by J. K. Gerdel in 1969, the percentage of mana-

gerial and administrative personnel has remained relatively stable

since 1940; however, the study points out that persons with a quantita-

tive background such as economics, mathematics, statistics, opera-

tions research and related analytical and logical disciplines are being

employed increasingly by businesses to aid management in decision

making. A study conducted in 1975 showed that 36% of all the Opera-

tions Research projects in 1974 were funded by private industries

(Shannon, 1975).

Included in the realm of Operations Research are the more

popular optimization and simulation techniques such as: Linear Pro-

gramming (LP), Mixed Integer Programming, Dynamic Pro-

gramming, Stochastic, Nonlinear Programming, and Monte Carlo

Methods. Owing to their less complex nature and the availability of

computer programs, Linear Programming and Mixed Integer
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Programming are considered the most popular Operations Research

tools (Barnes, 1975).

With the advent of high speed and relatively low costing mini-

computers, more and more smaller companies are expanding their

in-house computational capabilities. In a reader survey conducted in

1972 (Rand Report, 1973), 2,000 minicomputer users, which rep-

resented approximately 30% of the total users in the United States and

Canada, estimated that they would purchase 12,015 additional mini-

computers over a period of 12 months. This represents an increase

of 125% in the overall number of minicomputers.

It is, however, interesting to note that these smaller companies

with sales between 5 and 20 million dollars tend to utilize minicom-

puters for accounting and record-keeping and shy away from develop-

ing Operations Research or analytical models on their computers

(Frick and Hoisington, 1970). Unfortunately, the mathematical jargon

--the general aura of mystery--have frightened away many small-

business managers from the use of Operations Research techniques.

Those who do understand the basics of optimization and simulation

often do not wish to apply them because they believe that a practical

production scheduling problem (one with greater than 10 variables

and 10 constraints) formulated by linear programming cannot be

solved on the available minicomputers. Most of the time the cost

involved in hiring the services of a larger computer system is not

justifiable either.
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There is no strict definition of what a minicomputer is. How-

ever, it is possible to describe the general characteristics of a mini-

computer (Weitzman, 1974):

1. Central processor is a single address device.

2. Word size is 8 to 18 bits.

3. Most of them have core memories with cycle time ranging from

600 nanoseconds to 1 microsecond.

4. The memory size limit for most is 4K (where 1K = approxi-

mately 1000 words), though some present-day mini's go up to

64K.

5. The price ranges from $3, 000 to $20, 000.

Some computing machines are found which are referred to as

minicomputers but have exceptions and variations to these charac-

teristics. The minicomputer industry is constantly evolving newer

and faster machines; however, no major steps have been taken to

improve the sotware packages that are available to solve Operations

Research type problems. A survey done by the author showed that

"Varian 73" minicomputer (Vanderweed) and PDP-11 of Digital

Equipment Corporation do not have any linear programming packages

available. IBM 5100 with 8K (bytes) memory (Senders, 1976)

and Wang 2200 with 4K (bytes) memory (Wang Manual No. GLBR 22)

have linear programming packages to handle small problems with up

to 10 variables and 10 constraints.
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Research Objective

The purpose of this thesis is two-fold:

1. To develop an algorithm and a software package that is efficient

enough to solve linear programming problems with up to 250

variables and 100 constraints on minicomputers with small core

memory space (4000 bytes). Also to validate the package using

a Wang 2200 minicomputer.

2. To develop an input output format which would minimize the

complexities of mathematical jargon in linear programming.

For the most efficient use of the core memory space the revised

simplex method with some modifications along with Thompson's

method of starting with a feasible solution have been used. The

computation involved in each iteration are performed using the product

form of the inverse method. The data are always stored in a very

condensed form.

For the second goal, a visual, network approach developed by

Inoue and Riggs in 1972 called Resource Planning and Management

Systems is used. This deals with the relationships between scarce

resources available to a production system and the utilization of these

resources within the system. The software package is designed to

conform to RPMS.



The software package developed in this study is called

"LPRPM."

Structure of the Thesis

5

This introductory chapter discussed the need for software pack-

ages on minicomputers to solve Operations Research type problems.

Chapter II introduces and explains Resource Planning and

Management Systems techniques and their adaptation as an input/output

format for the computer package in this research.

Chapter III reviews the general forms of existing linear pro-

gramming algorithms and their suitability to the problem in this

thesis.

Chapter IV describes the proposed approach along with a

numerical example.

Chapter V discusses the software limitations of Wang 2200

and the data storage techniques used in the proposed package.

Chapter VI presents the evaluations and recommendations on

the proposed study.

A flow chart of the LPRPM system is shown in Figure 1-1.
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A

C

D

(3)

1 & 3

A. Instructions
B. Do you want to

(1) Create new data file
(2) Modify old data file
(3) Run existing data

C. Input data to user cassette
D. Transfer data from user

cassette to working cassette

E. Is solution
(1) Infeaible
(2) Feasible but non-optimal
(3) Feasible and optimal

F. Determine pivot row, pivot
column, pivot element and
pivot vector

G. Compute new matrix

H. Output to printer

Figure 1-1. System flowchart.
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II. RESOURCE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (RPMS)

An integral part of this thesis is Resource Planning and

Management system. One of the purposes of this thesis is to simplify

the understanding of linear programming to people who have not had

formal training in mathematical programming. One of the most effec-

tive ways of doing this is to present a visual explanation of the prob-

lem and the solution at hand. RPM is a network technique which gives

a visual identification of the mathematical jargon of mathematical

programming.

RPMS was developed by M.S. Inoue and J. L. Riggs at Oregon

State University in 1972. It is a concatenation of cause and effect

diagrams to model most deterministic type mathematical programming

models. The technique has been used to model linear programming,

dynamic programming, goal programming and quadratic program-

ming. The most recent significant contribution has been the visual

identification of Kuhn-Tucker conditions (Inoue, 1974). This chapter

is devoted to discussing the RPM technique.

Consider the following linear programming problem in the

canonical form:
n

Max. Z (x) = E c. x.
j=1 J J

for 1 5- i 5- m
subject to:

(2. 1)



and

n
a.. x. < bi

j=1 13 3

8

(2.2)

(2.3)

The RPMS portrays each of the resource constraints as a cause-and-

effect diagram illustrating that the sum of the endogenous (a x.) and
1J J

exogenous (b.+) supply of resource cannot be less than the sum of the

endogenous (a1 x.) and exogenous (b7) demand satisfied by the resource.
J

The dual of the above primal model can be expressed as

m
Minimize Z(y) = y. 137 y.

subject to
m + m

a.. y. + c. > E a7. y. + c.
i =1 1.3 1 13 j

for 1-'5- m and 1 j < n

In the primal model the n constraints are called "process"
m

constraints since they convert endogenous ( y.) and exogenousi.1 13 1

m
(c. ) resource flows into the output resource flows ( a.. y. + ).

3
i=1 13 1 3

As y. represents the imputed value of the resource i, and repre-

sents the per unit benefit and cost of the transformation, the total

value of the input resources and cost of transformation is at least as

great as the total value of the output resources and the benefits

accrued from this transformation.
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By this method all the variables are non-negative, but nothing is

said about the sign of the coefficients These con-
t.) 1

stants can be separated according to their positive and negative

components, tne components themselves being non-negative. Thus,

a..
1J

= a..
LJ

- a..
1J

(2.4)

b. = b+ - b7 (2.5)

c. = c . c (2.6)
3

1. a.. = a.. if a.. > 0 else a = 0 (2. 7)
1J 1J 1J LJ

2.
i j

a = a.. if a.. <
tj 1.3

0 else a.-.
tj

= 0 (2.8)

3. (a) (a.-.) = 0 (2. 9)
1.3 13

4. b+ =
L

b. if b. > 0
t 1

else bt
1

= 0 (2. 10)

5. b7 = b. if b. < 0 else b = 0 (2.11)
1 1 1 1.

6. (b (137) = 0 (2. 12)

7. c = c. if c. > 0 else c. = (2. 13)
1 1 1 1

8. c7 = c. if c. < 0 else c7 = 0 (2.14)
1 1. 1 1

9: (ci) (c7) = 0

Thus the original problem (Eq. 2.1-2.3) can be written as

Maximize Z(x) = E (c+. c7) x.
j=1 J J J

subject to:

(2. 15)

(2. 16)



(a x. (b. bi) 1-< i - m
j=1 J

An expansion of the above gives the primal model

subject to:

n n
Max Z(x) = E c x. c. x.

j=1 J J j=1 3 3

E a.. x. + - E a t x. + b7
j.1 13 J 1 j=1 13 3 1

and all variables and parameters are non-negative:

x., a.+., , 13:1- , b , c+ , -? 0
3 13 13 1 1 j 3

< < <for 1 i and 1 - j <- n

10

(2. 17)

(2. 19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

The RPMS portrays each of the resource constraints as a cause-

and-effect diagram illustrating that the sum of the endogenous (a.: x.)
13 3

and exogenous (b±) supply of resource cannot be less than the sum of

the endogenous (a.t x.) and exogenous (b7) demand satisfied by the
13 3

resource.

The dual model of the above primal model can be expressed as

subject to:

Ill
Minimize Z(y) = E b. y. E b y.

i =1 i,1 1 1

E a. y. + c. E a. y. + c
i=1 13 1 J i=1 13 1 J

. <for 1 5- i m and 1-< 3-n

(2.22)

(2. 23)

In the primal model then constraints are called "process" con-
m

straints since they convert endogenous (E a. y.) and exogenous (c-. )
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resource flows into the output resource flows (E a y. + c. ). As y.
1=1 1J I

represents the imputed value of the resource i, and c- represents
3

the per unit benefit and cost of the transformation, the total value of

the input resources and cost of transformation is at least as great as

the total value of the output resources and the benefits accrued from

this transformation.

Components of RPMS

To keep the symbols as simple as possible a basic RPM net-

work is represented by three node symbols and a graphic structure.

The three nodal symbols are: 1) resource nodes represented by

circles; 2) process nodes represented by squares; and 3) minimizing

and maximizing nodes represented by triangles.

A circle is a representation of a limited resource which is

taken to mean anything that can place a limitation on the attainment of

a desired result. As indicated in Figure 2-la, a circle node is divided

into four parts. The top quarter yi represents the "shadow price" or

the cost of having that resource. Mathematically, it is the value of the

Langrange Multiplier (Taha, 1972) associated with the resource con-

straint.



The bottom quarter x, represents the residue value x, of the

resource. Y. has the units of "$" or the units of the objective func-
i

tion, whereas x, has the units of quantity showing the amount of

resource left over. This corresponds to the "slack" or "surplus"

variable value needed to convert an inequality to an equality.

n _ + + _

x. = a.. x. + b. a.. x. b.
1 i=1 I) 3 1 13 3 i

12

(2.24)

The other two quarter sections of the circle are optionally used to

tally the input flows

n
a.- x. + ,

i=1 13 3

and the output flows,

a.. x. + b7
i=1 I) 3 1

(2.25)

(2.26)

through the node.

By complementary slackness theorem either x, or y, has to have

a zero value. The other two quadrants are used to tally the inflow and

outflow.

A square node is used to represent a process where a process

is the transformation of available resources to create resources for

further uses. This process node represents the primal decision

variable in a linear programming model.

The process node is also divided into four parts as shown in

Figure 2. lb. The value x, in the top quadrant is the primal value of



the variable or in other words it represents the amount of the trans-

formation that is to occur. The bottom quadrant the
y)

"opportunity cost" or the expected loss value of a variable not

enterint the final basis of a linear programming problem. By the

complementary slackness theorem either x, or y, has to be zero.

m
Y. = a.. y. + c. a. y. c.

ij 1 j j=1 3

The y. variable can also be interpreted as the Lagrange

13

(2.27)

multiplier associated with the non-negative constraints imposed upon

the variable x.. The other two quarter sections of the square may be

used to tally the input flows

m

i =1
a..

13

y. + c. ,
1 J

(2.28)

and the output flows,

m
a y. c+. (2.29)

i =1 iJ 1

Contrary to the resource node the top quadrant represents amount and

the other three quadrants have the same unit as the objective function.

All internal (endogenous to the system) interrelationships are

represented by solid arrows. The value of the arrows represents a...

The value of a.. is non-negative with the arrow direction representing

the sign or the flow within a system. The sign of the coefficient a..

is negative when the arrow head is directed away from a circle and
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positive when it is directed towards the circle. In summary, the

circles, squares, and the solid arrows in the intended directions

combined together represent the internal system.

The external or uncontrollable influences on a system are

modeled with the help of dashed arrows and triangles. The dashed

arrows represent the objective function value if they link squares with

a triangle; those that link circles with a triangle represent external

constraints on resources. Viewing it from the linear programming

equations they represent the c. and b. values respectively.
i

The triangles correspond to the terminal node--one representing

the primal objective and the other the dual objective. They are also

termed as the "source" or "sink" depending on whether they are con-

nected to the resources or activities.

A maximizing primal objective function is shown by connecting

process nodes to the "primal sink" triangle by dashed arrows. The

value of the objective function is entered in the triangle (Figure 2.1c).

A minimizing dual objective function is also shown on an RPMS

by connecting all the resource nodes and the "source triangle" through

dashed arrows with the value of the objective function in the triangle.

Reversing a minimizing primal model will have a primal source node

and a maximizing dual sink node (Figure 2. lc).
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n n

E a. x. + b. > E a. x. +
j=1 .1i J

1 j =I 1J J 1

(a) Resource Node

a a.

ci

m m +
E a..+ y. + c. > E a.. y. + c.

i=1 13
i j

1. =1
13 1 j

(b) Process Node

Maximize Zx = E c. x. - c_ x.
j=1 J J j=1

Minimize Z == b. y. E b. y.
1=1 1=1

circle = i square 1,-j
(c) Maximizing and Minimizing

Figure 2-l. RPMS Nodal Conventions.

15
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The internal system connected by solid arrows and the external

system linked by dashed arrows represents an RPMS network.

Figure 2-2 represents a basic network.

Postulates of RPMS

Two characteristics of an RPMS network have been formulated

as postulates (Inoue, 1974).

The first postulate addresses the idea of balance around a node

within an RPMS network. The second postulate addresses the idea of

objective function optimality. These postulates correspond to the

revised canonical forms given by equations 2-19, 2-20, 2-22, and

2 -23.

First Postulate of RPMS: The total inflow at a process or a

resource node cannot be smaller than the sum of the outflows from

the same node.

Second Postulate of RPMS: The productivity of an RPMS net-

work is to be optimized, either by maximizing the net effective endo-

genous output while holding the exogenous input constant, or by

minimizing the exogenous input while maintaining the endogenous

output at a given level.
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Min Z = b.y.
y i i

b. > a..x.
1 13 3

Max Z = c.x.x 3 3

a.. y. > c.13 1 3

b. = a.. x. + x. a.. y. = c. + y.
1 13 3 1 13 1 3 3

Figure 2-2. RPMS Basic Flow

a12 y1 > a23 y3 + c2
or a

12
y

1
= a23

Y3 + c
2

+ y2

a12

b Fr-
u--

a23
Rib

a
12

x
1

> a23
x3 + b

2
or a

12
x

1
= a23

x3 + b
2

+ x2

Figure 2-3. RPMS Cause and Effect Diagrams.
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c

Figure 2-4. Minimizing and maximizing nodes.

RPMS Conventions

In addition to the two postulates of RPMS, several conventions

exist for the construction of RPMS networks (Riggs and Inoue, 1975).

The main conventions are presented here as a convenience to

the reader. These conventions are used throughout this study.

1. A circle never connects to a circle and a square never connects

to a square directly.

2. All squares are explicitly or implicitly connected to one termi-

nal, and all circles are explicitly or implicitly connected to the

other terminal.

3. The dimension of the solid arrow coefficient is always

(Resource Unit/Process Unit).

4. Each circle adheres to the logic rules for "inclusive or."
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5. Each square adheres to the logic rules for "logical product."

Construction of the RPMS Network

The actual construction of an RPMS network is relatively simple

cmce the linear programming problem has been formulated. The con-

struction consists of the following steps.

1. Draw a square for each variable in the objective function.

Z. Identify the optimization type required in the objective function

(maximize or minimize) and add the appropriate terminal nodes

to the existing diagram (use Postulate Two).

3. Draw a circle for each constraint.

4. Complete the network using the equations and Postulate One.

The RPMS network is now ready to accept additional information

after the linear programming problem has been solved.

Advantages of RPMS Networks

The biggest advantage to -this form of network analysis is that it

is an excellent communication tool. It bridges the gap between the

quantitative analyst, the shop floor supervisor and the manager at

various levels of decision making. This is one of the objectives of

this thesis. It is also a very efficient method of performing post-

optimality analysis to indicate places where further improvements can
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be made for the benefit of the total system. Figure 2-5 shows the

conditions which can exist in RPMS networks. The ideas in this

figure were obtained from the paper on Visual Identification of Kuhn--

Tucker conditions (Inoue, 1974).

Condition

A Non optimal

B Non-feasible

Description RPMS Node

One or more
negative yi
values

One or more
negative xi
values

C Feasible and optimal No negative
values for
x.

1
or y

D Degeneracy An alternative
solution exists
for the same
objective function
value

0

Figure 2-5. RPMS feasibility and optimality conditions.

RPM networks have a very direct effect on "LPRPM" since

both the input and output are made to conform to RPM. Consider

the problem:

Max Z(x) = 2 xi + x2

subject to:



3 x
1

+x2 = 3

4 x
1

+ 3x
2

6

x
1

+ 2 x
2

<
3

x1' x2 > 0

21

(2. 30 )

This problem cannot be entered directly into LPRPM, since

the routine is designed to accept only "less than" type constraint

equations. However, a RPM representation of the above problem

would very easily take care of everything. RPM network of 3

would be

In accordance with the RPMS conventions this is a feasible but non-

optimal solution to the problem (2. 30).

The network may be expressed in equation form as



Max Z(x) = 2 x
1

+ x2

subject to:

3 x
1

+ x2 5 3

-3 x
1

- x2 -5- -3

-4 x
1

3 x2 -6

xi + 2 x2 5- 3

X - 0
1 x2

22

(2.31)

As far as using LPRPM is concerned, the numbers can be

directly entered from the network and the results to the network.
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III. A REVIEW OF THE GENERAL LINEAR
PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS

In this chapter the general forms of linear programming prob-

lems and some of the algorithms used for their solution will be

reviewed. The intention is not tutorial but rather to summarize the

state of the art and also to discuss their merits and demerits in

terms of applicability to linear programming computer codes.

Definition of Linear Programming

Mathematically, linear programming is defined as the problem

of finding a maximum (or minimum) of a linear function, subject to

linear non-negativity constraints (Dantzig, 1963), The term linear

programming was coined in 1947 to describe "the process of planning

a program on the basis of linear constraints of the level of activities"

(Beale, 1968); it does not necessairly mean writing computer pro-

grams to solve linear problems although computers are always used

to handle large linear programming problems.

General Forms of Linear Programming Problems

Canonical Form

There are two common forms to represent a linear programming

model: the canonical form and the standard form. A general linear
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programming problem can be defined in the canonical form as

Max Z(x) = E c. x.
j=1 J J

subject to the constraints:

E a.. x. - b. i = 1,
j 1.3 J 1

x. 0 j = 1,
3

2, . .

2, . .

n

n

(3. 1)

(3.2)

(3. 3)

The characteristics of this form are:

1. All decision variables are non-negative,

2. All constraints are of the type.

3. The objective function is maximizing.

All LP problems can be converted to a canonical form by the

use of five elementary transformations:

1. Minimization of functions is equivalent to maximization of the

negative of the function, -f(x). For example:

minimize Z(x) = cl xl c2x2 3x3
cnxn

is equivalent to:

maximize Z(x) = -c lx1
c

2
x

2
c3 x3 . -c xn n

(3. 4a)

(3.4b)

Consequently, all LP problems can be put into the maximization

form.

2. An inequality in one direction (- or ->) may be changed to an

inequality in the opposite direction by multiplying by -1, such as:

a
1
x

1
+ a

2
x2 - b

1
(3.4c)



is equivalent to:

-a
1
x

1
a

2
x2 - -bl

3. An equality may be replaced by two inequalities in opposite

directions, such as:

a1x1 + a2x2 = b
1

is equivalent to:

a1x1 + a2x2 - b1 and a1x1 + a2x2 -
>

b1

25

(3.4d)

(3.4e)

(3.(1f)

4. An equality constraint with left hand side in absolute form can

be changed to two regular inequalities. Thus, for b
1

0:

a
1
x

1
+ a

2
x2 - b

1

is equivalent to:

a1x1 + a2x2 -> -b and a1x1 + a2x2
<

b

(3.4g)

(3.4h)

5. A variable which is unconstrained in sign is equivalent to the

difference of two non-negative variables. Thus, if x is an uncon-

strained variable it can be replaced by (x+ - x ) where x+ and x

>
are both non-negative, or x+-> 0 and x

_ 0 (Taha, 1971)

Standard Form

The characteristics of the standard form are:

1. All the constraints are expressed as equality type equations

except for the non-negativity constraints which remain of the

type "-> 0."
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2. The right hand side elements of the constraints have to be non-

negative.

3. All variables are to be non-negative.

4. The objective function could be either maximization or

minimization type.

An inequality constraint can be easily changed to an equality by

adding a "slack variable" in the case of a constraint or by subtract-

ing a "surplus variable" in the case of constraint. A negative right

hand side of an equation may always be made positive by multiplying

the equation by (-1) (Hadley, 1963; Wagner, 1969; Taha, 1971).

Concept of a Basis

A candidate for the starting solution for a linear programming

problem may be selected by setting any n primal variables (out of m+n

primal variables) to zero and then solving for the remaining m un-

knowns, provided that the solution exists and is unique. In this case

the n zero variables are called "nonbasic" variables; the remaining

m variables are called "basic" variables, and constitute a "basic"

primal solution (Taha, 1971).

Consider the set of m independent linear equations in n

unknowns (m n):

AX = b (3.5)

where X represents a vector of n unknowns. Then the conditions of

the aforementioned discussion can be represented as

A = (P1, Pz, . . Pn) (3.6)

.

where j = 1, 2, . , 3
thn represents the column of A vector.
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Then the basic solution is obtained by setting the variables correspond-

ing to (n-m) vectors equal to zero and solving for the remaining

variables, provided the square matrix comprised of these vectors is

nonsingular.

A Survey of the Algorithms

The first viable method presented for solving linear program-

ming problems was the simplex algorithms developed by G. Dantzig.

This method has been widely documented and serves as a backbone of

most linear programming studies.

Before delving into the issues raised by this method, we should

consider the geometrical interpretation of a linear programming prob-

lem. Any problem with n nonbasic variables can be represented in an

n-dimensional diagram (Beale, 1968, p. 25). Figure 3.1 represents a

problem with two independent variables (x
1

and x2) with lines corres-

ponding to the four constraints. The arrow indicates the direction of

travel of the linear objective function. Mathematically the problem

can be represented as:

where n = 2

subject to:

where m = 4

and

n
Max Z(x) c x.

j=1 j J

E a.. x.
J

E x 0
j

b.

(3. 7a)

(3. 7b)

(3. 7c)
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Figure 3.1. Simplex
polyhedr on.

Referring to Figure 3.1 the feasible region is represented by a

polygon; or, in a more general case, a polyhedron with as many

dimensions as the number of nonbasic variables.

The Simplex Procedure

The simplex method is an algebraic iterative procedure which

will solve exactly any linear programming problem in a finite number

of steps, or give an indication that it is an unbounded solution

(Hadley, 1963). It is a procedure for moving a given extreme point

to an adjacent extreme point along an "edge" of the "feasible region."

The process stops once the optimal extreme point is reached. The

optimal extreme point is the point at which the greatest value (or the

least value in case of a minimization problem) of the objective function

is obtained.

The simplex algorithm starts with a nonoptimal, feasible solu-

tion and proceeds through a finite number of iterations to achieve an
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optimal solution. It is essential to make sure that feasibility condi-

tions are satisfied at each step.

Variations of the Simplex Algorithm

There are several variations of the simplex algorithm, one of

which is the two-phase method (Taha, 1971). In this, Phase I mini-

mizes the objective function which is comprised of the sum of the

artificial variables only. The minimum value of the objective function

will be zero if a feasible solution exists.

The optimal solution is obtained in Phase II by using the basic

feasible solution fron Phase I as a starting solution for the original

problem.

The dual-simplex algorithm is an application of the simplex

algorithm pivot selection rules to the dual problem (Lemke, 1954).

The dual-simplex procedure starts with an optimal, nonfeasible solu-

tion, signified by the right-hand side being negative (Taha, 1971).

The primal-dual algorithm is used to solve the primal and dual

problems simultaneously (Dantzig et al., 1956). The algorithm alter-

nates between the primal and dual constraint systems, optimizing the

decision variables with respect to the complementary slackness

theorem.

These algorithms, besides providing proven results for linear

programming problems, also possess the advantage of conceptual
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simplicity. However, the additional computational and setup work and

the need for excessive amounts of computer memory space make it

necessary to develop new solution techniques. The most prominent

ones include the revised simplex method, the decomposition algorithm,

and the product form of the inverse.

Matrix Form of LP

The general LP problem can be defined in the matrix form as:

subject to:

Max Z(x) = CX

(A, I)X = P

X 0

0

(3.8)

(3. 9)

(3. 10)

where C represents the vector of the coefficients of the objective

function, (A, I) represents the current nonbasic vectors, B is the

basic matrix and X
B

the basic variables. At any iteration the current

basic solution is given by the equation:

and

BXB = Po (3.11)

Z(x) = CB XB (3. 12)

where CB represents the vector coefficients of the variables in the

basis.

Combining equations 3. 11 and 3. 12 we have:

Z (x) [0
B X

B
Po

(3. 13)



where:
[ -CB]M =

Then equation 3. 13 can be written as:

[X1 °P

Thus the current solution is given by:

where:

Iv/
-1 [0

B
Po

M-1 =
[10
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(3. 14 )

(3.15)

(3. 16)

(3.17)

The matrix definition of the problem and its solution has a

direct effect on the storage space requirement because one is ulti-

mately dealing with basic matrix B only rather than the entire tableau.

The development of the revised simplex method produces savings

in the computational time. This new technique allows the calculations

of the B-1 directly from the B-1 without going back to the raw
next current

data. This is done by use of an E vector, such that:

-1
= EB-1Bnext current

where the E vector is formed from the element of the entering vector

rather than the original elements.

It should be noted that B-1 for the first iteration is always an

identity matrix so through all iterations of this revised simplex
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method, it will not be necessary to invert any matrices.

The decomposition algorithm is applied where the structure of

a large LP problem can be decomposed into smaller subproblems

and then solving them independently makes them computationally

feasible. This means that the problem will have two types of

resources--common constraints and independent constraints

(Dantzig, 1963).

Product Form of Inverse

The product form of inverse has been the most popular method

for building large computerized LP routines (Beale, 1968). *REXY of

the CDC 3300 (Lynn Scheurmann, OSU) and MPSX of IBM 370 (IBM,

Software Manual) use this method. This method of solution is also

used in the proposed software package.

Most industrial problems have a large number of zero values

for the coefficients a.. and C.. This method saves space by storing
1J J

only the portion of the matrix that is essential and discarding the

useless zeroes and ones that can be recreated from other available

information.

The matrix B in equation 3.11 is sometimes called the elemen-

tary column matrix. Its characteristics differ from the identity

matrix in only one column. The inverse of this matrix is needed to

calculate M-1 of 3 ,17. The inverse of an elementary column
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matrix can be readily computed by taking certain ratios of the pivot

elements.

The matrix B-1 is also an elementary column matrix. The new

update matrix is merely a product of the original matrix and the

elementary column matrix B-1.

-1(A, I)new = B (A, I)current (3.18)

Hence this method is named product form of the inverse.

LPRPM utilizes the product form of the inverse method owing

to its high efficiency in storage requirements. A numerical example

of this procedure is presented in Chapter IV.

Thompson's Method

In the discussions presented in the earlier portion of this chap-

ter it was seen that the simplex algorithm depended on the assumption

that the right hand side (b vector) was non-negative. Because of

this, the "Big M" method and the two-phase methods were

introduced. A third, little known method was suggested by G. L.

Thompson (1973). We shall now discuss the method and its computa-

tional advantages over other methods.

Consider a standard LP problem in the canonical form:

Max Z(x) = E c. x. (3.19)
j J J



subject to:

E a.. x. b.
j 1J J

<
i

< m
< <

where 1 1 j n

x. 0
3

This same problem may be expressed as:

subject to:

Max ZOO = E c. x. + kx
j 3 3 n-Fl
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(3.20)

(3.21)

Ea x. (3.23)
j ij j i n 1-

n+1
1 (3.24)

xj , x 0
n+1

Equations 3.22 to 3.25 express the same problem as that

(3.25)

represented by 3.19 to 3.21 if xn+1 is set equal to 1. To assume

that xn+1 is equal to 1 two conditions are imposed:

1. k is a large number which makes xn+1 the most probable vector

to enter the basis at the maximum primal level, and

2. equation 4. 2c ensures that xn+1 enters at a maximum value of 1,

This method has two advantages:

1. It is computationally less cumbersome and easier to handle

than the "Big M" method. Only one large number location is

necessary; this is for the dual value of xn+1.
The objective
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function value is obtained by taking the difference between Z(x)

and k.

2. It always assures a starting basic feasible solution.

Thompson's method was used to set up the problem in LPRPM.

The mechanics of converting a standard problem to the form of

Thompson's method is handled internally, or built into the proposed

computer package.
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IV. LPRPM ALGORITHM

The method used in LPRPM can be divided into the following

categories.

1. Data entry from an RPM network.

2. Problem setup using Thompson's method.

3. Computation using the product form of the inverse method.

4. Output in the form ready for entry to RPM network.

The first, second and fourth steps have been discussed in

Chapters II and III so in this chapter the computational method along

with a numerical example is described. This method is sometimes

called the condensed tableau method.

Condensed Tableau Method

Consider the linear programming problem

Maximize Z(x) = cl x
1

+ c2 x2 + . . + c. x. (4. 1)
J J

subject to:

all x
1

+ a
12

x2 + . . . + a x 5- b
lj j 1

a
21

x
1

+ a22 x2 + . + x b
Li j 2

a. x + ail x2 a..+ . . . + a. x, b,
1 1 j

xl , x. 0

(4.2)

(4. 3)



By applying Thompson's method the same problem can be

expressed as

Maximize Z(x) = c
1

x
1

+ c
2

x2 + .

+ c. x. + k x.
J J 3+1

subject to:

1
= all x

1
+ a

12
x2 + . . + a lj. xj b 1 j+1x 0

= a
21

x
1

+ a
22

x2 + . . . + a2i x. - b2 x j+1 < 0

. = ail x
1 1

+ a.
2

x
2 j

+ . . . + a. x b.xj+1 0

=Y1+1 xj+1 1

X x2, . . . x., x.
J

0
+1
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(4.4)

(4.5)

The matrix representation of the above problem is as follows.

(m + 1 11 n + 2) matrix

x2

c . c. 0
1

c2 .

all a
12

aii -b
1

0

: f. .

a.
11

ail a.. -b
2

0

0 0 0 1 I 1

obj

Y-
1

Yi+1
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The tableau has the primal values along the top row and the dual

values along the last column, As compared to simplex method this is

very highly compact and no pertinent information is lost. The

steps to solution process are as follows.

1. Test for feasibility by checking that the n+2 column (bi

vector) has all non-negative values. Then test for optimality

by checking the first row (J . vector) for negative value. If all

values in the first row are positive an optimal solution has been

reached.

2. Select a pivot column by determining the most negative value in

the first row (cl . vector).

3. Select a pivot row by determining the minimum of the ratio of

each element in n+2 column (bi vector) and the corresponding

positive nonzero element in the pivot column. The intersection

of this pivot column and the pivot row gives the pivot element.

3. Construct the pivot vector by taking the negative ratio of the

elements in the pivot column and the pivot element, except for

the pivot element position. The pivot element position

becomes 1.

4. Determine the solution matrix by multiplying the pivot matrix by

each column of the current matrix. This is the product of

[(m+1) x (m+1)] and[(m+1) x 1]matrices.
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It is important to note that the pivot matrix (m+1 x m+1) is an

identity matrix except for the pivot column itself. So it is necessary

to carry only the pivot column in the core. This particular point is

very important in saving storage spaces.

5. Go back to 2 for next iteration.

Numerical Example

Consider the problem:

subject to:

Max Z(x) = xi + 2 x2

2 x
1

+ x2 8

(4. 6)
xl +x2 6

-x1 + X2

x
1 x2

4

0

The problem is expressed in the form suggested by G. L. Thompson

by adding a variable x

subject to:

3

Max Z(x) = x1 + 2 x2 + 1000 x3

2 x
1

+ x2 - 8 x3 0

x
1

+ x2 6 x3 .5- 0 (4.7)

-x
1

+ x2 - 4 x3 0

x3 < 1

x
1

, x2, x
3

0
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To solve the problem it is necessary to set it up in condensed tableau

form.

x2 x3

ow.

1

-1 -2 -1000 2--
2

L-1
-8 1 0

1 1 -6
1

0

-1 1 -4 0
1

0 0 1 II

1 4

The last two steps are internally done by LPRPM.

Pivot column = 3

Pivot row = 5

Pivot element = 1

Pivot vector

Pivot matrix

1000.-
8
6
4
1

1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 1000
0 0 8

1 0 6

0 1 4
0 0 1

Obj

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Iteration 1: The new matrix can be obtained by multiplying the pivot

matrix and each column of the current matrix. It is important to note

that the pivot matrix is an identity matrix with the exception of the



the pivot column so it is necessary to carry only the pivot column

in this matrix.
Iteration 1:

The new matrix is

x2 x4

-1 -2 1000_ 1000

2 1 8 I 8

1 1 6 I 6

-1 1 4 4

0 0 1 1

Value of objective function = 1000 1000 = 0.
Solution is feasible but non-optional.

Pivot column = 2

Pivot row = 4

Pivot element = 1

-1

1

1

0

Pivot vector 2

Iteration 2:

The new matrix is
Y3 4

-3 _ 2 1008 1 1008

3 -1 4 i 4

2 -1 2 2

-1 1 4 4

0 0 1 1

Obj

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y3

Obj

Y1

y2
x2

x3

41



Value of objective function = 8
Solution is feasible but non-optional.

Pivot column = 1

Pivot row = 3

Pivot element = 2

Iteration 3:

Pivot vector

The new matrix is

Y2 Y3

3 /2
-3/2

1/2
1/2
0

4

3/2 1/2 1011
1

1011

-3/2
1/2

1/2

0

1/2

-1/2
1/2

0

_
1

1

5

1

-I
i

I

1

I

I

i

1

1

5

1

Value of objective function = 11

Obj

Y I
x

1

x2

x3
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Optimal solution is reached since there is no -ve indicators in Row 1.
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V. CORE SPACE ALLOCATION ON WANG 2200

Storage efficiency was the main concern while developing this

routine. On the Wang 2200 minicomputer that was used, the maximum

amount of information that can reside in the core at any time is limited

to 4000 bytes. This problem of lack of storage space is handled in

two ways:

1. Minimizing program storage space requirements.

2. Saving only the essential (non-zero) elements in core.

All of the remaining information is stored in an auxiliary storage

device such as a casette tape in this case.

Program Storage

To save program storage space requirements, the entire routine

is divided into eight subprograms. These are almost like sub-

routines in a Fortran program, with the exception that only one sub-

program can reside in the core at any given time. Wang 2200 permits

the user to clear the memory, load a new program, and save the

values associated with the "common" designated variables by the use

of a single programmable statement. All the other sections are stored

on casette.

Wang 2200 also allows packing of more than one BASIC state-

ment in one line. One hundred thirty-eight characters, including
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blanks, can be packed in one line. Each line of information is stored

in memory with a "beginning of record" (BOR) and an "end of record"

(EOR). By packing more than one statement in a line fewer "BOR"

and "EOR" are necessary; consequently, storage space requirements

are lessened.

Data Storage

To achieve maximum efficiency in data storage space require-

ments and yet not lose accuracy, several different data manipulation

methods were tried. Just as in Standard BASIC language two differ-

ent types of variables are permitted: numeric and the string variable.

String variables can store any character; however, for computational

purposes, all numeric data must be represented by numeric variables.

Owing to the convenience in handling and manipulation, string variables

were used to store all the data and are only converted to numeric

variables before doing any computations.

On Wang 2200, PACK statements are used to pack numeric data

into string variables using one byte for two digits. The ":" sign

takes up one-half of a byte, and the exponent including its sign takes

up one byte. An error results if the string variable is not large

enough to store all of the numeric values to be packed. For this, it

is necessary to dimension the string variables to the required length

at the beginning of the program.
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In order to be able to solve a problem with as many as 100

constraints within the space limitations, it was necessary to dimen-

sion the string variables to use four bytes per variable, which allowed

the storage of five to seven digits depending on the form of the num-

bers to be stored. This then brought about the problem of round off

errors.

Round off errors was one of the most important problems faced

in the proposed routine. A short example illustrates the magnitude of

the round off error buildup. Consider the sum of three numbers:

2.5, 3.5, and 4.5:

2.5 + 3.5 + 4.5 = 10.5 (5.1)

3 + 4 + 5 = 12 (5.2)

2 + 3 + 4 = 9 (5.3)

3 + 3 + 4 = 10 (5.4)

Equation 5.1 represents the correct answer. If all the numbers

were rounded off then the result in equation 5.2 would be obtained;

the result 5.3 is obtained by truncating and not by rounding at all.

Equation 5.4 represnts the result of randomly rounding and trun-

cating; it is obvious that equation 5.4 yields the closest result to the

correct answer. In the LPRPM routine, every time a decimal num-

ber ending with 5 has to be rounded, a random number is generated

and the rounding is done randomly.
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The crux of the LPRPM routine depends on the auxiliary

device, i.e., casette tapes. All the data and other information are

always stored on cassettes; only the pieces of information that are

necessary for immediate calculations are brought into core and are

returned to the cassette immediately after the calculations. This

process of packing and unpacking of data in turn builds up round off

errors. To minimize round off errors, two methods were tried:

the logarithm and the exponent form.

Logarithm Form

The idea of this method is to store all numbers in their loga-

rithmic form and to do all multiplications and divisions by simply

adding and subtracting the logarithms. However, since the sums and

differences of numbers cannot be done in the logarithm form, it

entailed a conversion to real numbers, and thus added round off

errors. Also, since the logarithm of a negative number does not

exist, both the signs of the real number and the sign of the logarithm

of the absolute value had to be stored. If the real number is negative

less than 1 then its logarithm value is negative; to avoid the confusion

between the signs, after taking the logarithm of a number, 5 was added

to it to make it positive and then it was stored along with the sign of

the real number. The reverse procedure was applied to convert to

real numbers.
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Example:

To store the nos. x = 55.95 and y = -.0042 the following steps

were followed:

1. Natural logarithm of the numbers was determined.

A = Ln (55.95) = 4.024458435
B = Ln (.0042) = -5,472670754

2. Add 5.00 to A and B to make sure they are positive.

A = 9.024458435
B = 0.472670754

3. Check the signs of x and y and assign the same to A and B.

A = 9. 024458435
B = -0.472670754

4. Correct A and B to six decimal places.

A = 4.024458
B = -5.472671

Pack A and B into four bytes of memory space.

Note if the seventh digit of any number is "5" then while correct-

ing, the following special steps are followed:

1. Pick a random number and multiply it by 2.

2. If the resulting random number is greater than 1, then correct

the original number "up" or else do not correct "up."

The steps 1 to 4 were applied in reverse order to obtain the real

number. Each time a conversion was performed a certain magnitude

of error was introduced. To reduce this error buildup, all multipli-

eating and divisions were done in the logarithm form without
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converting; however, for addition and subtraction the numbers

had to be converted.

This method was very effective for storing numbers which were

less than 10-2 and also those that were larger than 102. However,

the conversion of logarithms to real numbers during the process of

addition and subtraction introduced considerable magnitude of error;

therefore, this method was rejected.

Exponent Form

In the exponent form the data are stored in their exponential

form. By packing the data and their exponent into four bytes of

memory, it is possible to save five non-zero numbers. Also, the

round off errors using this method are considerably lower. This

method was finally adopted.

A comparison of the results obtained by LPRPM and other

accepted routines are presented in the Appendix.

Pointer System

Along with the method of packing the data in the string variable,

it was also necessary to ensure that only the non-zero data were being

stored. To do this it was necessary to devise a pointer system. This

is done by storing the binary value of i and j in two bytes of memory

along with the value of the coefficient packed in the rest of the



memory. The whole combination of numbers represents the exact

location and the value of one non-zero coefficient. As long as the

values of i and j are less than 254, there is no problem because the

binary is a single digit.

Example:

To store b(15, 102) = 75.35, the following steps were followed:

1. Find the binary of 15 by using the BIN statement and store it in

the first byte of the string variable "X$" by using the POS

statement.

2. Find the binary of 102 and store it in the second byte of "X$" by

using the BIN and POS statements.

3. PACK the number 75.35 in its exponent form into "X$," To

convert back to the original number use the VAL instead of

BIN statement.
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VI. EVALUATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It was the purpose of this thesis to 1) design an algorithm

efficient enough to solve linear programming problems with up to 250

variables and 100 constraints, using a minicomputer with small core

memory space (4000 bytes), and 2) design an input-output format

which is compatible with the RPMS notation.

Computational Performance

The approach proposed in this thesis has been found to be suc-

cessful in both of these areas. A comparison study was made by using

two other linear programming packages, *REXY and RPMI, for solv-

ing four benchmark programming problems. The Linear Programming

packages that were used for the comparison are as follows:

1. *REXY Linear Programming package available on CDC 3300

as prepared by Lynn Scheurman (Scheurman 1970).

2. RPMI Linear Programming package available on CYBER-73

version of CDC 6400 as prepared by Steve Chou (Chou 1975).

3. LPRPM Linear Programming package developed for use on

Wang 2200 minicomputer and written in BASIC.

The following comparative results were identified in favor of

the LPRPM package:

1. CPU Memory Space Requirement Since the wird sizes are
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different for the three computers the number of characters was

used as a common base for comparison. The problem that was

used for comparison had 11 (67) variables and 11 (57) con-

straints. The approximate CPU memory space requirements

were as follows:

*REXY: 68480 (11280) characters

RPMI: 317760 (327920) characters

LPRPM: 2576 (3312) characters

2. Cost of Running *REXY: $1.02 (1.98)

RPMI: $0.508 (0.998)

LPRPM: $0.3

The cost for LPRPM was computed from the cost/min, based on

$5000.00 initial cost and 5 year payback period.

Built-in Debugging Aids

An infeasible problem was formulated with 15 variables and 16

constraints and was run using all the three routines, and the availa-

bility of information, to debug the infeasibility in the problem, was

studied.

*REXY gave very minimal information as to the cause of

infeasibility and the iteration no where it was detected. On further

investigation it was found that it is possible to obtain the internal

calculations performed by the computer. However, this information
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was completely mathematical which would be of little use without

prior mathematical background.

RPMI incorporates a feature which allows the user to force

feasibility by executing a single command. This then gives a good

indication of the location of the problem in the model.

LPRPM always starts with a feasible solution so the first itera-

tion is always performed. In case a problem is infeasible the user

has the choice to access the current tableau. The output follows a

format that is compatible with the RPM network and by transferring

the numbers to the network the user gets a clear indication of the

problem with his model.

Areas of Improvements

The major difficulties faced with the proposed method are:

1. Errors Economizing storage space has led to a buildup of

round-off errors as the iterations proceed. The rate of error

buildup is approximately .000005 in eight iterations. Each

storage location has to be reduced in size to store numbers with

up to five decimal places and to increase this accuracy it would

mean the need for more storage space. In addition frequent

tape read errors were encountered causing system interrupt.

2. Solution time requirement It was seen that with the LPRPM a

problem of size 11 variables and 11 constraints took approxi-

mately 4 min. per iteration. However, about 10 sec. of that



was used for computation and the rest for data transfer and the

mechanical movement of the cassette.

With the contemplated addition of a dual port disk drive as

auxiliary memory, the time per iteration is expected to be reduced

by 90%. The use of disk drive would also eliminate the problem of

tape read error. The tape read error is possibly caused by a change

in the length of the tape which, in turn, could be due to various

reasons such as change in temperature, stretching of tape due to con-

tinuous back and forth motion, etc. The problem of round-off errors

cannot be remedied unless the word size is increased to accommodate

more significant digits.

Recommendations for Future Studies

The principles used in this thesis for data storage (Chapter V)

are certainly not new ideas. However, their application to minicom-

puters for solving mathematical programming problems is new.

Using these principles, similar packages can be developed for integer

programming, goal programming, PERT, CPM, and inventory contra]

models. The trend towards mathematical analysis of present day

management problems coupled with the increased use of minicom-

puters warrants the development of more powerful mathematical pro-

gramming software packages. Increased computational speeds to

facilitate management use of linear programming and automation of
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RPM network drawing using the computer data files would be a useful

contribution. At the present time the network has to be drawn by

hand and the values are entered manually. It would be very useful to

have a completely automated package with a secondary routine to

transfer the values for LPRPM to the RPM network.

The research described in this thesis proved that limited CPU

memory size is not necessarily deterrent to the size of the linear

programming problem that can be solved by a minicomputer. Increas-

ing the computational accuracy and decreasing the overall time

requirement to obtain meaningful solutions to management problems

will lead to a wide acceptance of Operations Research techniques by

the industry.
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APPENDIX I

LPRPM EXAMPLES



Problem No. 1

Subject to

SOLUTION EXAMPLE

Max x 1+2x 2
2x

1 2
8

x1 -4- 6
x 2,

-x
1

+x2 5

x1, x2, x3

SOLUTION IS OPTIMAL NO. OF ITERATIONS= 3

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTON = II

RESOURCES(ROWS)
(CIRCLES)

YTWO
YTRE
YONE

PROCESSES(COLUMNS)
(SQUARES)

XONE
XTWO

5 9

P.RESIDUE D.RESIDUE
(BUT. QUADRANT) (TOP QUADRANT)

0.000 1.500
0.000 0.5)0
1.000 0.000

P. VALUE D. VALUE
(TOP QUADki011) (BoT. QUADRANF)

1.000 0.000
5.000 0.000



P roblem 0o,

Subject to

Max Zx 4x x2

30
x 1

-xi -30

50
1

6x + 6x
2

<
1

x2

360

40

-20

O

Solution is Optimal No. of Iterations , 5

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNUTON = 149.7

RESOURCES(ROWS)
(CIRCLES)

P.RESIDUE D.RESIUUE
(BUT. QUADRANT) (1-0P QUADRANT)

YONE 0.000 3.007
YFOR 0.000 0.165
YTWO 0.000 0.000
YTRE 20.001 0.00)
YSIX 10.002 0.000
YFIV 10.001 0.000

PROCESSES(COLUrNS)
(SQUARES)

144'.41

XTWO
XONE

-.
N

N

50

P.VALUE D.VALUE
(TOP QUAORM41) (DOT. QUADRANT

30.003
30.000

0.000
0.000

0),

""*".'s

If,

1.4'"

60
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PROBLEM NO.

SOLUTION IS OPTIMAL NO. OF ITERATIONS= 9

VALUE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION = 699.4

RESOURCES ( ROWS )
( CIRCLES )

P. RESIDUE
( BOT . QUA DRANT )

D. RESIDUE
(TOP QUADRANT)

ULT1 0.000 9.665

ULT2 0.000 48.000
UHO T 0.000 48.000

UHST 5.829 0.000

HLO G 150.000 0.000

HLTH 43.269 0.000

H16 X 26.148 0.000

HDR 55.834 0.000

H18X 17.114 0.000

EH16 30.000 0.000

EH18 20.000 0.000

PROCESSES ( COLUMNS )
( SQUARES )

P .VALUE
(TOP QUADRANT)

D.VALUE
( BOT . QUADRANT )

HLTS 110.330 0.000

HP16 271.099 0.000

DRS T 120.000 0,000

DR18 0.000 0.000

HBYL 271.090 0.000

DR16 1737.600 0.000

SV16 1737.600 0:;000

SV18 0.000 0.000

HLTO 0.000 21.619

HP18 0.000 26.071

DRO T 0.000 19.164
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APPENDIX II

COMPUTER PROGRAMS



PROGRAM FOR WANG 200 WITHOUT DISK DRIVES

11_

A810 REM INTRODUCTION

TAB(10)/"RPM LP VERSION WANG 2200

:PRMT
AO20 MINT "THIS AMAZING LITTLE MINT WILL HA

NDLF IP PRABIENS UP40 200 VARIABLES AND 100 LESS T
HAN cANSTFAINI

A0?.0 PPINT THE PRINTER IS SLAW, AND OWING T
0 LACK OF CARL SPWE THL cAsSETTE Hns TO MOVE A LO
T nNi) TO PLIPIEVE DATA,";

A040 PI-:-W1 "HOWEVER IF YOU FOLLOW THE INSTRU
F;TIO!.:S AN() RE PATIENT YOU WILL )_iEf THE RESULTS. "

flO!'.)0 LOA!) "PHS"

6 3
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0A10 PEN -PW: TWUTS AND CORRECTS DATA
-CAN P.1.A1.11
:01N X1(101)4.Nlvf:101.4

00-:'0 PRINT HEX(0)
:PRINT "DA YOU WISH TO----"
:PRINT " (1)CREATE A NEW DATA FILE"
:PRINT " (2)M0DIFY AN OLD FILE"

00-;::0 PRINT " (I)RUN AN EXISTING FILE"
:PRINT "PL CHOOSE. ONE OPTION"

0040 INPUT M
THEN 550

:TOAD "TRANSFER"
0050 REWIND

STN' "MOUNT DATA CASSETTE AND CONTINUE"

:IF N=1 THEN 70
11:q11H LOAD "COUNT"
DAIA LOAD U1,A1
:PEI/ND

0060 DATA LOAD "ROWS"
WAIN LOAD X.L.1-":-)

:G0|0
0070 '7:-..FIECT PRINT 005

RP)Ni
DATA SAVE OPEN "ROWS"
.Pk/hl "INPUT CONSTRAINT NO ,RESOURCE NA

ME nNI-1 THE VALUE IN THAT ORDER. THE NAME MUST
NOT EMEED 4 CHARACTERS. "j

AO90 PRINT "INPUT 1 DATA SET PER LINE. THE L

ARGI7-4 NA 01: Cf.flIS-IRAINT Ni) ENTERED WILL DETERMIN
F 10TAL OF RESOURCE NODP". IN THE PROBL.EN. "

0100 PRINT "TO TERMINATE DATA ENTRY TYPE 0.0
,0"

-IN31

min INPUT 1,N-a.f:14-.X
-IF 1.--r0 THEN

0120 PHI:r
IF k1-:T4-1' THEN 110

-1;100 110
01..f:.0 PRIM "LisTING OF YOUR DH1A IS ON OUR

HPFP Hl(iH .:--T141) PRINTER"
-7,r11.1:r PRINT

Ilh.! 1,-1 IN 1:1

44g#----)::11-(I) TO X
"Y".1-



MEXl I

0110 SF1E.1:1- PRINT 005
:PRINT HEX/0])
:INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES"

IF OS<>"YES" THEN 160
:PRINT "TO CORRECT YOUR ERROP REENTER TH

F Dr:Tn FOR ":
8150 PRINT "THE INCORRECT ONES

F FORMAT AS PEFORE. END WITH 0.0,0"
:130A] 110

0160 DAIA SAVE X17-e...>

:DATA SAVE: N)
:DATA SAVE END
:DRTH SAVE OPEN "COLUMN"
:REWIND
:STOP "MOAN!. PROGRAM CHSSETTE AND GONTIN

USING THE SAM

0T(0 PFW)ND
LoAD "VAR"

11_

0010 REWIND
:STOP "MOUNT DATA CASSETTE AND CONTINUE"

X-T.(101)4

Of.'520 PP/NT HEX.0-_-0
:DATA LOAD "COLUMN"

0A7:-.0 i| M=2 THEN 90
0040 WTI (00):.<47()

:PRINT "INPUT VARIABLE NO. ,VARIABLE NAME

f.TIAT THA:-.! CHARS)AND VALUE. IF NO MORE VARS T

HEN TYPE 0.11.0"
HO!'.0 INT111

E-.=.:0 THEN 90
A.1-A111
:PWE (-1-4
ppiNt "1NpuT cow.lknINT Nry:. AND COEFFIC

IENPAi THE END AT ALL ENTRIES FOR A VAR lYPE 0,0

65
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of:170 INPHT I,X
.1F 1.-=.0 THEN 20

####---->X1-.(I4--OFR0MX
.GOIO
DTI:
.GO/0 40

HI190 RHLFSPACE BEG
PI:!IFIT "A LISTING OF YOUR DATA ON THE

FRMTER"
PRIN1 212

0100 F0y 1=1 Tn Al
PLOT
7DAIA LOAD
J:1;:iNT X1(1);

:ONT'Air:K ####----)X._--:.0 TO X

TAB(10);"VALUE";X
:PPiNT "1:0EFFICIENTS"
17,01,-. 1-4 TO B1

0110 or.r:'Ar:' (1-#.####----)X4:(J) TO X
.IF X=0 THEN 120
.PPINT "Y".:J-2,X

H120 j

NEXi I

0120 .:::ELECT PRINT 005
PRINI HEX(03)
INPHt "DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ANY CHANGES"

114

0140 IF 01,-.="NO" THEN 240
:INPHT "ENTER THE VARIABLE NO TO pE CORR

El; r Er, " 1.1

1:0!:F.:,PALF. PEG

.IF 0=1 THEN 150
0-1 -

Hlt,0 PfflNT "RELNTER ALL THE VALUES OF THAT

ARIARIF 11S,IN THE ORIGINAL FORMAT"
H11E"1:.0 INIf 10)X-4-.(')

ANPH1 I,X$(1),X
(4.4.#4##----)FROMX

H120 ItJPUT I,X
:IF 7=0 THEN 190

f:4-#.ff#14#- -.,X1-.(I+2)FROMX

GAIO 120
H190 IF A1<7 THEN 200



UE"

DATA RE SAVE
YSE1FCT PRINT
J1_01

"CORRECTION"
J-i0TO 210
DHTA
R1-1
.AH ELI AR1N4 117:
PLO1-
j:v.1NT "ADDITION"
PR)/1
IJNYWIrr: (Alt.###14:----):,<1.7(1 TO

TAB(10):"VALUE";
..PRTNI "COEFFICIENTS"
.FOR .1=--,4 TO BI

lit'4PACK (1-11.####----)X117.(j) TO
.1r THEN 27.0

"Y";j-7::-.

j
1-31140 1]..o

PW.FSPAGE AEG
SKIA ni
:0AIA SAVE END
j411A SAVE OPEN "COUNT"
J-.,!-:-E-r1 SAVE B1,A1

:DATH snvE END
PFWiNF.,

:STA!' "MOUNT PRoGRAM CASSETTE ANC. CONTIN

-Lou!: "TRANSFER"

1=1 1"--1 1--,7 =--
-* 2 2 /

0010 REM IPANSK1-'R
7COM Al.B1
:DIM :-<17f:100::.,4.Y.41f:100)6,N147(100)4

REWIND
0020 STAR "MOUNT DATA CASSETTE AND CONTINUE"

:K=1

:G1 7,-0

-G47-0
AA1iti EUAO "COUNF"
DA-1 A I ,OAD B-1, AI

---1:JA 4 1

14.111141)
01..r<0 ()AYH LOAL., "COLUMN"

:IE 61=0 THEN 40
G1

67
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0040 DATA LOAD XI:()

IF [ND THEN
7BIN(STP(TK),6.1))=1-314-1
STR(Y147f:K).1,4)=X4-,(1)

:IF K=100 THEN 120
nw-in FOP J=-3 TO 81

JINPACK
rIF X=0 THEN 70

:BIN(STP.f:Y.-K.).5,1))=J
0060 AR'---TJE: 270

r K=K41

1-.--1.00 THEN 120
0070 j

:AMA 40
800 REWTND

-DATA LORD "POWS"
:DATA LORD
:DATA LORD N.4.-

r81N(STP(K).6,1))=G1-1-1
y.-,T.FP(yz(K).1.4)=":"
:K-K471

:IF K=100 THEN 120
0090 FOP j=4 TO 81

:UNPACK" (44. ####---->x,t(J)

TO X

TO X

Ir -4 :7:7:: FE.17-7.7 1=-'1=111-3 _7"

f.; -- 22 f_r;

rIF X=0 THEN 110

-BIN(STR,6,1))=1-31-1-1

oinn fan,mc 270

-IF K7--:100 THEN 120
0110 NEXT J

-RIN(:LJP(K),6,1))=G1+1
-PIN(S1.40.:),5,1))=B1
X=1
-AW:.HR 270
:T:=K+1

11111,141

REWIND
.--.4111. "MOUNT PPOOPAN CASSETTE AND 11:0NTIN
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G]=0 THEN 17-.0

:DA4A LOAD "LPDATA"
:SKIP G]:
.G040 140
sriP 9F
:DA(A SAVE OPEN "LPDATA"

0110 NNI PE DIN XL1-.(B14.N-47i81)4
I P k. 4.)

INIT

:::Ti ( YX 1,4)
T. X-X*-t--t." THEN

72:000

7

-.1.30!::,! IL: 260
8160 I - I 1+1

0170 1,-,:.VAL(STR(YX0,:).6.1))
IF 7>I1 THEN 210

:.1,:=VAL(5TR(I'Lt.(K).5,1))
:UNNIC:K ####----)5TR(YZ00.1.4) TO X

81f-30 IF THEN 190

9
r:71

--r- Fri r--5 F:' ==
2 2.." 7 1.7.7.

:IF K.:.:-32 THEN 210
:G//l0 1-;'0

H710 Driin SAVE XX()
IF G7(G1 THEN 150

0?20 IF 17.1"::-.A1 THEN 240
:REWIND
:STOP "MOUNT DATA CASSETTE AND CONTINUE"

0;:? I KE DIN 117.11-70 4 fa-. (100) .4

: It; I Y-1-

I F 13-2,=F11 THEN
IF 01,:-.A1 1HEN 2;0

W40 1N)1
:X=1
-L=H1

;iv' ,1 : 260
1 I I I

1 I 11 :::.1:1',,'11 [JAI)
H-1 -H-1 1

IA i 1 I II "1-131s1.11:"

tJ :



70
1.

0f110 PFH PIV0T-F1ND5 PIVOT POW,P1=R0W,C1-COL
P1-FIFH.I1-IlEP Ni

mn15 01H

('.00-',,X-4.),P-s.)

01,10 DAM LOAD DC OPEN P"DATFIL"
A701:!. I-1 TO A1-1
:0H1H LOAD DC
:UNPACK (4.14.####----.):-.<-1) TO
IF THEN 40

-TF THEN 40

0H40 NE:-/.! I

END
:DRACKSPACE 1
:DATA LOAD DG
:FOP J-4 TO 81
:UNHOCK f.--1-#.####---->:-.-:-..t1(J) TO

:IF :-/.<TO THEN 70
0!7,0 NE.--1

o860 IF H-0 1HEN 160
:O010 90

oH70 PRINT HEX(0)
7PRINV "SOLUTION PPOCESSING INFEASIBLE A

" ; 1

trAU".os
'INPUT "DO YOU WANT A LISTING OF THE TAB

IF 04--"NO" THEN 170
0 1

-PEW/ND
10H0 "THB"

'MWIT.SPHGE BEG
-11- 11-1 THEN 100
-0SY1P C1-1

W00 DAM LOAD DC P41()
:L0-10o0o
-Fol.? J=4 10 B1
:LINPHGL $10## '---)P-4-.) 10 E
IF F(--0 THEN

0110 HWA14.-: (+it ####--- -.:-.;$(.1) TO R

0120
-IF LO{: THEN

P1 -J
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J

If- 10=50 MEN 140
.PEWiN0
.L080 "VEGToR"

0110 PPM! "UNBOUNDED sOLUTION DETECTED Al" I

TFPATI0N":11
A150 INPUT "DO YOU WANT THE TABLEAU PRINTED"

,

:IF 04-="N0" THEN 170
TREWTND
701,-1

-L0:7:D "TAB"
01E:0 01-7-1

AJA,ANO
J_I-IA0 "TAP"

1117f1 END

0010 REM NAME NAMES BASIC VARIABLES
OI,V)0 INPUT "00 YOU WANT TO SKIP PRINTING TAB

IFO!J,:, AT EACH ITEPARTION",MX
00-<0 DATA LOAD DC OPEN R"DATFIL"

FOR I=1 10 A1-1
:DA4A LOADDC X1C.

0010 DBAM.:pAGE
sonTH SAYE DG
:NE:,:T I

FOP. TO 81

:BIN(STRf:PX(j),2.1)),.:j-)
NE4 J

11(.S1 NH/N8'
JAn10 "P1V0I"

72



NI31 I0001 :
ON f

)47d3AUS 1-1.1.. 1-p]

T--T-:1 di

rEIH1 T=-VA Al
:3117.4ON7lid0OU01 H

OT
.#4-) A:jUd001:0

001.N3H1 ri<Z di :
c;0000

0600
OOTN73H1 Ti9 Al

06N7iFil'11-:E0dIS Ai :

OOTN31-41T'1u )als J I
:#4-) ;$0 011:?i3frf0200

L171/000
0210111:

01:T1fUdN01-400

09NAHI V:A=C JI
Tfl 01 '.E=f' ;101ciWki

2=((T-'<T;-.0.4:f0d1S)4 la

't

'T

.-172=T 'Z07.00
(TTd $d MIS )

T

T000
1IIf

d01:7fa10;1 I d 7i1-11 S31H1rTA--oK1 .:11011M Hid0 1:00

:771 =EJ1.t

CZ.
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-I VA 1 _

k' 11 I EPA N
11:, 1 I I 1.01 )4
HAI RI I) I 11 )4. b

1 I A L "
F.0!.,!. ff. =1. 1 0 Al_

Eq.1.1H LOHD
.IF THEN 70

FOR. TO el

Tf. 1 ID

011 +# TO
1=R1 THEN 40

IF I THEN 50

i:0)01
10 TINT-110;S I +TT PT I . 1

1

1W-T,0 NIE:--; I I
GOSAF:

A

),--:-:4 :(
NF:i I
111! sl.'.7.1.P1.11...:F. Ti

1:41 I H RE k )
'Hi il I I:

P _ I 11 --TOO
cif PR I NT

: LL INI "I TERRI I iiI1' ii.. "E'R01:.E.S.E: t41-±,"

I (1 -'It .

"PRESEN 1 ICJ ECI I
Iil 00 IF HA THE11%1 tiIi

11-.' I

BEG
0110 IF 111-...--"NO" THEN :o

-INPLir "DO Yti 0 WANT 0 FISTING OF IHE TAB
EFAH".0-1.

if 01"-="N15" THEN 200
0120 Ni .v0

T1 1 .1 A:

N.1

PI
1 '11 N1 till
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). 4. 1»
11110 PI I

: FP INT f HP(N4+4): STR(X-47,..2 1); X

FOI!. ^7=3 10 BI
it/PACK ####----):-.:$f:J) TO C.,

0150
Pk:INT THE.: ( N4 );

: PP J N1OSING 210 ,X
NEXT J

H1C0 N4----N1

IF N1=5 THEN 180
GOA-0 11:10

0170 W.L4-1.

: OT
FO!..? J=4 1.0 B1
X=YRL (PT j ) 2,1 ) )
PR ) NT TOB(N4 ); STR(RS(J). 1. 1 ); X

NUXT J
0190 lF 09=1 THEN 200

YO 120
0:7)01-1 PEW f NI)

Ff.:*0 "P I VOT"

ft:1 %-11. t4###----
022'21 CONVERT T TO F4-, +#. #####--

IF !:::TR ( AT, 8. I )<}" 5 " THEN 250
T )1.2

IF 1HEN 250
T

T=A1:::c:( T )4'. 00005

IF 77:4.1 THEN 250
T= 4

PUT/)RN
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A010 PLA
HAT RE DIM PX(B1)4.:---:X(B1)4
1)010 Lono "RNntlE"
DH-0 LOAD Pltl()
BA1:.PACE lF
:DATA LOAD "LPDATA"
:SEIFUI PRINT 212;
Ir o1{>1 THEN 50
:PLOT (,-200,)

0040 PRINT "SOLUTION IS OPTIMAL NO
or ri:EPATIOW-7,=";i1

00,1

(114,D):>0 THEN 50

000 PLOT <-_,-70.>
END

:PA.,:*SPAGE 1
:DATA LOAD XX()
JUNPACK #1I14-412"..X$C3) TO V

001.0

"vnLuE OF OBJECTIVE FUNG.:TON =";X
(111711 PLrif

:PP1NOJSING 250
iPPiNTUSING 255
11...»l (A -25,>
PACI-:SPAGE BEG

f,1 To oi_l
A)AIII LOAD XX-()
IF ':-.:TI,:.(XX(2),-.1){}"Y" THEN 110

0090 ANPACK (1-#.####----)XX() TO
0100 X---VAL(STR(X$(2),4.1))

:IF PX(X4--2::)="1-e-XXX" THEN 110
:PRINTUING 210 ,P1,7(X+-2;),V

0110 I

:DATA LOAD XX()
:F01:: J=4 TO B1
IF '.,:1R(RX(j),-1A1:-.:::::-"1" THEN 140

0120 ONPOK (+11.Ut##----)X-1(j) TO
X=VAL(STP(RI(J).2.1)
lF Lx(X::::)="Y:XxX." THEN 140
PRINIUSING 280 ,P-X(X1--2;),V

A140 NLXI
o1



t

Fl: INI I NG 260
P1: .1N1ft:..

AA. IA

010 BAAKFACE BEG
I=1. TA A1-1

:DATA I OAD

:IF '..'7,1Pf..2).-2,1)(-.>"X" THEN 200
0160 mpficK (+it. ####-----)XX(3) TO
0170 :!.:=YALc:STRC.:17(2).4,1))

:IF THEN 190
:BAM.':-.FACE BEG

:Ir TH1A-4

DAJA LOA() P-Xf...)

7IF P4--1)="XX" THEN 20
FAT:.)N10'---,ING 270 ,AX.f:1).V
GO -01 200

0190 IF THEN 200
-PP4NIMINITi 20

0200 1

END
lAWF.SPAU. 1
-DATA LOAD
FOP j=4 10 B1

0210 Ti '.,:jP).:R2--,..j>,1,i>"x" THEN 240
A.INAALF TO

0220
:PAFPSPAFL BEG

THEN 20
yJx11-,

02?;0 D1:1H LOAF) P-4-.f2

:IF P-..1)="-.4:-.TX" HIEN 240
:PPINTUSING

0240 NP-J J
7IF 01=1 IHLN
:IF 01=2 'THEN 290
7IF MEN ?:.00

:IF 01=4 1HLN
021.-30.%PrOUPGLROW)

11'
025!::J

CHIP OUALWAND
0260 %PR0LESSES2.0LAJMNS.)

VALM

I

026
01.1HMHNT,

P PP:ADUE

(BOT. OUAORANT)

P. '.41LUE

OP OUHORANT)

77
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6/22/76

827M t4#11, 0000
-ffttitTh --11-f!#

-####.###
008m

(12911 RELAN!)
7LcIAD "PIM'
PRMI "c.01 UTION PROCESSING INFEASIBLE"
(.30TO 7220

FT:TNT "UNDOUNDED SOLUTION DETECTED"
A-;:21.1 REWIND

"IF YOU WPIM TO HEsE. CHANGES IN T
HE kRTk THE CI EAR THE MACHINE AND START AGAIN"

RENIND
END
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PROGRAM FOR WANG 2200 EQUIPPED WITH DISK SRIVES.

t F2: V:" Ci =-

/22..

no 1w FF 1PON':_,1 CR

FoM o 1 Ll t t:.11 )1. 61 )4 . 61 AT-2.

1 . 1'1 , L1 . 11 1.11

o0M0 D I M 1n0)4
PE A INL,

:SloP "MOUNT ORIR CASSETTE ONO CoNlINUE"

:OATH LORD "COUNT"
OH1A LORD 21,1=11

00,10 81=,211-1
:DATA SAVE DC OPEN R-_,00,"DATFIL"
:REWIND
:DEAR LOAD "COLUMN"

0050 INTT (00)Y-47(),X$()
Tpmn LOAD YLT7()
:IF END THEN SO
:XX,---1)=YX(1)
:UNLOCK (+it. ####----) TO X
:IF X=0 THEN 60

###41-

0060 FOP 1=4 TO 21-1
:XX(I)=Y-.17(1)
NE.0.:4 I

j2.+141A SAVE DC X.:-)

:GOTO 50
REWIND
:DA4A LOAD "ROWS"

(00)YZ:(),X),PL)
:ORTI1 LOAD Y-4--()

0090 Xf-.1:-.(1)="X"

POLE. (4-4 1111114----)X$()EPoW:
:FOE! I=4 1.021-1
UNLOCK (411.####-- lu X
:IF '...!,=0 THEN 100

PRE,K (+St lift#W -)XX(1)FROMX
0100 NEXT I

.X=1.

:PACK 4###----)X1')FR0MX
:DAM SAVE DC

0405 IN1T (00)X1t()

J:'111:F )X1('81)F0MX
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! ) ! 1 1 : ; 1 ) . 1 1 ) 1 1 ) . ' 4) 1111 1.14 f-

1 II.
lit 4:1 t 111

11!! '111 "1-.:1-4 '1'111_1 4:11L'it.1.1 I III ./-. if:" 4-'4.'1111 1111:, 1-111E!

1 Ir! AT E/114 1FF : I 11-..111" HI
11!-I:::!ti !-1 ti "1_..1.1...:11-11 1.1"

! )). 1: I t'i1_

1.1 III: 1._)_tt t: .)

t.' : :2; . "
1 . 1 N . . 1 "4- 1.

11! 1.-.11! :1: 1.

1.)1111 /-1 f).1i

I
t111 Fi 1 )1 I 1 )

.1 . ..

1-11 ! 1

171 111

t I t

11!11 1)) 1 I 1;.4,1.1. F- I =----1,1 11.1 . :111
I '1 I 11. 1 1 -.7 I 4:1,4 tit.)

[WI
11! .t.11-1 1.111 I 4:1? 1... 111 :": t: t

1:-

t! I I t 110
t:

11 111 I 111fl.:t "1 F-'1:1-4

--I 11.1

1:1 11 ti
cr.!! 1.4 11411:4 III

11t)7 11 :1 1111. ft 41.1

If I :.: i/11-t1 111

1 1

11!1.1t) I!! 1

11' I III)
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1 11

!1!"1:11

F.:IL1:1:.--E-1-11-_:[: I.
Is,1-111-1

I !- I f

:1 .3

II-- I

I I I ,I I.

I t: 11T 1 1:11'1 t11:i I t4f- 1.1. 1 LA.

I I I "1:[.1 Y1-_113 WAN A L. IT 1t LII HF1-.. 1 HE:

:1! 1!-:fi I F- H:I=t.JLI -11-1E.t.1 11:.1

:

1:1:1.111:1.

Ii
!111',1)-: I

II: 1 :1 I-1Et jIII
I-'

iiI iii f-,i -I! 1,1 E.

f:: .I
1 III: it ,) I:, TO

I- 1.1111'-1

111 -1.1-.1 1 I1111:. 1: 11

11

I I " " TI 1111'.I 1

1

I .1

f I -1:

1'11 NI I .1

fF1I4 NI:.
:! 1 1.11f:"

iii 411 t-.1. I II " I !t 4111:4-: F IItLUi I IN LA': . [ET f) AT I

PI !I I !r.1" ; I -I

Ill '-ti I:! 1-1 "1..1 ';'111 1.1t-lt.1 1 1 /AL 1
II:A)"

THE.? 1 1,14j

I t- "t/1 1" 1-1(.-.ti I 't.)

I I I: II. I III "
lilt:Al - I

I " I Hy."
iii .'1) I. t 41
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2-- ft:2' f9 1.1:i ==

fill 0 F--.1 I' ji? f-11 !HE. PIVOT TOR

Ls N Z41
NH RE L. I: H

11 1: :11 4 If P k 2 ) 1
) ,

)) , 2, 1 )
v..-1720 P

T ) 1. I )

F i!!! .1 1:1 L;

I1 1=L1. I II.I:
! 5 Iii

111117.0 :-:=1/P1
CO!..',VEPA TO H1-,(441,

THEN 100
IHEN 90

11020 ).4:2
l f 1.'41..1 THEN 100

11!

VEY-, f 00005
I 1: :0 f,1 01--f1

ill 00 Pi +4- t1-441"- .T
0110 t ,1

(1)H 1 H 1.014.) "L.PL)H 1H"
]F I:1 =1 THEN 120
.sr)P GI-1

0120 C)0 1H PE 'E,HVE
IL 1
I_Omf) "11EPH1-N"



8:3

T ..t E-7_ -717-

0010 REH ITEPAIN
DIN :,..ax(61)4,D1-4
DnTfi LOAD DC OPEN R"DATFIL"

0020 FOI: K.-=1 TO Al
WATA LOAD DC X$()
7IF 1-:.7-C1 THEN 70

Ti) BI

FOR TO BI
0070 (4-#. lo X

:IF ,1,4;?1. THEN 40
IF j<71:..11 THEN 50
:T=T+X
:071A0 50

0010 UNPACK (1--# ####----)PS(I) TO Y
:T=TA-(XtY)

0050 NEXI J
00C.0 220

:NEXT I

:D!':!ACKSPACE 1

:DATB SAVE DC XIS()
0070 NEXT

:PRINT HLX(0A0A0A0A0A)
0020 Sf'71FCT PRINT 215

:PRINT "ITERATION":11;"PR0CESSING"
-UNPACK (4-#. ff###----)X1S(-2::) TO 0

0090 X,--D--2;000

PR/NT "PRESENT OBJECTIVE VALUE1=---":X
0100 IF. MS="YES" THEN 200

:SELFCT PRINT 2172:(90)
P8(-4-:SPACE BEG

0110 IF MI<T.--"NO" THEN 200
:INPUT "DO YOU WANT A LISTING OF THE TAB

LEAU".0$
OS="NO" THEN 200

0120 N17,-.0

OT <7, -N-50.7;-,

017<0 H1-H1+1
:DATB IOAD
IF END THEN 170
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t 1 1-'t I V-4

L:ly L
IF END THEN 170

(2 ) ; 4. )
11-0 PI

Pf!. INT HE: ( N4-1-4 ) STR 1)
:FAR TO 61
ONYHCK (-1-4.####----)...t:(;-.) TO I)

Fdi
1:1-!. INT TAB (1%14 )
PR. N IS I

E,1.1 rj4,t441-1::
11: N:L=5 THE*1.1

/.i1:1-1-1 ` .1.1j0

:7111 01-
III

FOP. .5=4 TO
ST R 5 , 2 ,

Pf---!. 1. T THE: N4 ; f.". . . ;

NE--;
niq0 IF 1191=1 THEN 280

GOTn 120
11284-1 PEN f t.41)

-LOH!) "PIVOI"
tf it Mt 11,

I 1 II) )
TF H7 ) " t..;" THEN 250

pi C. (T) -4,2
IF n>1 THLN 2!'411

T + 0 0 0
IF 7>0 THEN 250
T=--

+11. )F
PE-H.111'4
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6/'22/76

0010 PI-|i TAB
Lonr, m OPEN R "PNHM"

jIATA r.rwiD DC P=4:,..)

OWO DICTA LOAD DC OPEN R "DraFIL"
-.1,,f-'1ECT PRINT 21,-..ff,5)

00::::0 l| 01(-_-2,1 THEN 50
:PPINT HE:(0110A0A0A0A)

0040 PPINT -SOLUTION IS OPTINHL
OF TTFRATION =";Il

HwY,) PRMT HEX(OROHOROA)
END

j)PACKSPACE 1
.DATA LOAD DC
:IiNpncK 10 V

00E.0
:PRINT "VALUE OF OejECTIVE FUNCTION =";',..;

H070 PRINT HUX(OHOA)
PRINTUING 250
PPfNIUSING 27',5

PPINT HEX(0140H)
DUAnKSPHCE BUG

TO H1-1
:DA48 LOAD DC
IF !-,TR(.---.:1"-(2).:;,1),:::::-.."Y" THEN 110

00.1?0 fiNPACK to V

0100 :-..-.:-VAL(SIR(X:r.(2),4,1))

:IE PX(:---:4-1)="Y4,1:1,," THEN 110
1,-T!.INTUSINli 270 oPX.(;---.:4.-2.-.).v

01111 NE--:t

TDATH LOAD DC X.47,:)
FOP j=-7-4 TO V1
IF '.-7,1R(RS(J).1,1)<>"Y" THEN 140

0120 (41t. ####----)xx<3) TO V

1F Pl-,(:-..-:4-7:::)="Y.4----.47.41" THEN 140
P1:!INTU'T7,1NIJ

0140 j
HE....:(0n0w0A)

PRIN1USING 260
PRINTUSING 26t-,

PRINT HF:-.:(0A0A)
DE:Al:KSPAGF DEG
1:01:" 1=1 TO
f=,1111-1
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6/22/7E.

} 1-11.-.1.4

ii1i-.1 OtJ.POGV: ( +ft tI4tti4

4. 1

F

III I:. .1 t L'A:1

t f )

if 11)=":-..:It..1.1" 14E1%1

NTITI: I NG 270
G010 200

.1.1 '41:1 I F

PR I N4US I NG 270 ) V

it7:.ç11 1

7 ro:-....rTP END

DDACKSPAO: I
DHA H LOAD 1.C
E0! J.==.4 TO 1:T:'.1

11"." P(R.4-(J') .1. 1 THEN 240
TO

OP.FILLSPAL:F bEri

I F THLN

H LOOD DC )
3.1 ') " " HE.t.1

tJ-11.1S I .

I I- -11.1F

1 t 111:::Thi

TI: 111 THEN

) P 1)1JF 11)

!1:

! OUHDPHNT

',44,1...1

1

)

1.1111

tt ' it it it it iII 000
littt!

'1i, it it It it -4-it

1.1

I. 11. "F' I "
.:111-1 t,.! I ':IItt 1 14.11 IN t k---fr-..j[...ThEI"

1;1110

0 pp t.1 r "1 jr.1E;0I1/..IIII,E1) 11 I If ION [:f-I EL.TED
PI! TNT "TH ME.T.ITI .1:0 OAHU"- HA

FirT:il 'JP.? 111rif TA:
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APPENDIX III

WANG 2200 SPECIFICATIONS



SPECIFICATIONS

CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) - Model 2216 SQR Square Root
Tr Pi

Unit Size SIN Sine

Height 14 in. (35.6 cm) COS Cosine

Depth 16 in. (40.6 cm) TAN Tangent
Width 21 1/2 in. (54.6 cm) ARCSIN Inverse Sine

Display Size ARCCOS Inverse Cosine
Height 8 in. (20.3 cm) ARCTAN Inverse Tangent
Width 10 1/2 in. (26. 7 cm) RND Random Number Generator

Capacity
16 lines, 64 characters/line

Character Size
Height
Width

Weight
36 lbs (16.3 kg)

System 2200 Power Requirements
115 VAC or 230 VAC ± 10%
50 or 60 Hz ± 1/2 cycle

System 2200 Operating Environment
50°F to 90° F (10°C to 32°C)
40% to 60 % relative humidity

0.20 in. (0. 51 cm)
0. 12 in. (0.30 cm)

TAPE DRIVE - Model 2217

Stop/Start Time
O. 09/0. 05 sec

Capacity
522 bytes/ft (1712 bytes/m )

Recording Speed
7.5 IPS (19.05 cm /sec)

Search Speed
7.5 IPS (19.05 cm/sec)

Transfer Rate
326 characters/sec (approx. )

Inter-record Gap
0.6 in. (1, 52 cm)

(Capacity and transfer rate include gaps and re-
dundant recording. )

CPU (Central Processing Unit) - System 2200,
Model A or B.

Built-in Functions
Mathematical & Trigonometric Functions
EXP e to the power of x
LOG Natural Log

Logical
ABS

INT

STR

HEX

LEN

88

& Data Manipulation Functions
Absolute Value of a Number
Integer Value of a Number
1, 0, or +1 if a number is nega-
tive, 0, or positive.
Selection of one or more
characters in an alphanumeric
string.
Hexadecimal Values
Length of Alphanumeric Variable

CPU (Central Processing Unit) - System 2200,
Model A or B (Continued)

Variable Formats

Scalar Numeric Variable.
Numeric 1- and 2-dimension Array Variables.
Alphanumeric String Variable.
Alphanumeric 1- and 2- dimensional StringArrays.

Average Execution Times (Milliseconds)
Add/Subtract
Multiply/Divide

0. 8
3. 87/7. 4

Square Root/ex 46. 4/25. 3
Loge x, XY 23.2/45. 4
Integer/Absolute Value 0. 24/0.02
Sign/Sine 0.25/38.3
Cosine /Tangent 38. 9/78. 5
Arctangent 72. 5

Read/Write Cycle 1.611 sec
(Average execution times were determined lasing
random number arguments with 13 digits of pre-
cision. Average execution times will be faster in
most calculations with arguments having fewer
significant digits. )
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SPECIFICATIONS (Cont. )

Capacity Weight
34 lbs (15.4 kg)

Memory Size
4,096 bytes (expandable to 32K) KEYBOARD

Peripheral Capacity
6 (expandable to 11 max) Model 2215

Dynamic Range Height 3 in. (7.62 cm)
10-99 to 10+99 Depth 10 in. (25.4 cm)

Subroutine Stacking Width 17 1/2 in. (44.5 cm)
No Limit Weight

7 lbs (3. 2 kg)
*CPU Size

Height 9 1/4 in. (24.8 cm) Model 2222
Depth 16 in. (40, 6 cm) Height 3 in. (7.62 cm )
Width 17 in. (43. 2 cm ) Depth 10 in. (25. 4 cm )

Weight Width 19 1/2 in. (49.5 cm )
24 lbs (10.9 kg) Weight

Power Supply Size 7 1/2 lbs (3.4 kg)
Height 7 1/4 in. (19. 7 cm)
Depth 8 1/4 in. (22.2 cm )
Width 19 in. (43.3 cm) *Trigonometric arguments in radians, degrees or

gradians

Wang Laboratories reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.


